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Energy Lesson Plan 
COMMUNITY MAPPING  
 
BACKGROUND AND CONCEPTS  
 
Students will create or enhance a map of their neighbourhood, showing services 
and supports that can help them live in more sustainable ways.  Choose one or 
all of the areas of focus to allow students to practice using these services, 
adding visual information to a common classroom map to create a sense of 
how they can live in their neighbourhood in an environmentally friendly way. 

• Mapping skills  
• Sustainability 
• Community assets that support sustainable living 

  
TIME  
 
Create the map over a period of a month:  

• Allowing students to become familiar with their local map  
• Taking time as a class to tour the area around the school  
• Doing some of the actions students identify 
• Making additions to small group or the common classroom maps 
• Presenting results to their classmates  

 
MATERIALS 
 
City, town or community maps, or aerial photos, such as are available through 
Google Maps. (Enough for students to work in small groups)  

• Aerial photos of the area allow students to easily see differences between 
natural and developed spaces, and can be enlarged as needed.  

• City maps enlarged to show a neighbourhood, allows students to identify 
familiar streets and landmarks.   
 

PROCEDURE 
 

1. Give each group of students the map. Allow time for them to figure out 
where they are on the map, both where they live and the location of the 
school or familiar landmarks. 
 

2. Using the chart below for ideas, identify environmental assets in the 
community. Include bus stops, bike/walking paths, recycling centres, 
wetlands, parks and natural areas, farmer’s markets, etc. If appropriate to 
their other learning, students could include areas like storm sewers and 
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storm water collection ponds, or areas of concern such as landfills. If the 
focus area is small enough to walk around, tour it with the class or group, 
noting significant spots as you go. 
 

3. Take photos of students using the services at the places you tour. For 
example, putting compost in the community garden composter, waiting 
for a bus, or walking on a path. Students can use the photos to enhance 
maps, and remind them of how they can use services in their community. 
 

4. Have students discuss and decide on symbols for the points they are 
marking on the map.  For example, the bus stops could be marked with a 
small bus or a bus stop sign.  The location of a community garden could 
be marked with a plant.  Include the symbol key on the map. The 
additional resources below include a “green mapping” site that uses 
common symbols. 
 

5. Choose a few points on the map, and have students write a description of 
the service, including how it helps them to save energy, or water, or 
reduce waste.  
 

6. Have students place information from small group maps onto one large 
common map, including some of the photos taken on tours of the area. 
Or, share information from their individual maps with other groups. 
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DISCUSSION and USING OUR LEARNING:  
 

1. Active Transportation: How do we get safely and actively around our 
community? How do active transportation and bus services help us to be 
healthier, and have a healthier environment? What stops us from being 
active in our community, and how could our community be improved to 
make active or bus transportation safer and more convenient? Choose 
one action that students could take to include more active transportation 
everyday. Try it as a group, and include results on the common map. 
 

2. Waste Reduction: How can services in our community help us to reduce 
our waste?  What are we able to reduce, reuse, recycle and compost in 
our community? Where are our drop off donation centres, and our 
recycling centres? How could these services be improved to make it more 
likely that people would reduce waste and recycle more? Choose one 
action that students could take to reduce waste every day. Have students 
practice it and include results on the common map. 
 

3. Water Protection: How does the design of our community help us to 
conserve and protect our water sources? Where does water from our 
streets and lawns drain? What can we do to protect our local watershed 
from harmful chemicals? How do wetlands and collection ponds help to 
keep our houses from flooding during a heavy rain, or spring melting? 
Choose one action that students could take to protect or conserve water 
in our community. Have students practice it and include results on the 
common map. 
 

4. Access to Green Spaces: Does our community include parks and natural 
spaces? How do they help to keep us healthy? Who benefits from natural 
spaces – think of plants and animals as well as people. What could we do 
to make our parks and natural spaces better, and how could we make 
better use of them? Choose one action that students could take to make 
better use of or improve green spaces near the school. Have students 
practice it and include results on the common map. 
 

5. Access to Healthy Food: Where do we find healthy food in our 
community? Can we grow food near our homes? Can we grow food near 
our school? Why is it important to have healthy food available near where 
we live? Choose one action that students could take to get healthy food. 
Have students practice it and include results on the common map.  
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Service or Activity What to Look For What could we do to improve this? 

 
Bike paths, bike lanes, 
bike racks 

 

Bus routes, bus stops, 
bus shelters 

 

Walking paths, 
sidewalks, crosswalks, 
streetlights 

 

Active or Green 
Transportation  
– How can we get around 
our community? 

Other:  
 

Recycling and 
garbage bins 

 
 

Donation drop boxes  
 

Compost   
 

Waste Reduction  
– What can we do with our 
waste?  

Other:  
 

Storm sewers  
 

Wetlands, storm water 
retention ponds 

 

Water Protection  
– How can we protect our 
water and watershed? 

Other:  
 

Parks, playgrounds, 
Bird houses/feeders 

 

Native bush, 
grasslands, forests, 
riverbank, natural 
areas 

 

Access to Green Spaces  
– Do we have parks 

and natural spaces 
in our community? 

– Do those spaces 
improve habitat for 
insects, birds, etc? Other:   

 
Farmer’s market, 
grocery stores, CHEP 
good food box drop 
off 

 

Community garden, 
family garden 

 

Access to Healthy Food  
– Where can we find 
healthy food in our 
neighbourhood? 

Other:  
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CURRICULUM CONNECTIONS: 
Grade 1 Social Studies: Outcome: DR 1.3 Demonstrate awareness of humans reliance 
on the natural environment to meet needs, and how location affects families in 
meeting needs and wants. DR1.4 Recognize globes and maps as representations of the 
surface of the Earth, and distinguish land and water masses on globes and maps. 
RW1.1Describe the influence of physical, spiritual, emotional, and intellectual needs and 
wants on personal well-being. RW1.2 Discuss ways in which work may be managed and 
distributed in families, schools, and groups. 
Grade 2 Social Studies: Outcomes IN2.1Determine characteristics of a community. 
DR2.2 Analyze the influence of the natural environment on the local community. DR2.3 
Identify physical representations as constructed models of real things. PA2.1 Analyze 
how decisions are made within the local community. PA2.3 Analyze rights and 
responsibilities of citizens in the school and local community. RW2.2 Analyze various 
worldviews regarding the natural environment. RW2.3 Contribute to initiating and 
guiding change in local and global communities regarding environmental, social, and 
economic sustainability.  
Science: Outcome: AW2.2 Assess the importance of air and water for the health and 
survival of living things, including self, and the environment. 
Grade 3 Social Studies: Outcomes IN3.1Analyze daily life in a diversity of communities. 
DR3.1Use various model representations of the Earth. DR3.2 Assess the degree to which 
the geography and related environmental and climatic factors influence ways of living 
on and with the land. PA3.1 Compare how decisions are made in the local community 
and communities studied. RW3.1Appraise the ways communities meet their members’ 
needs and wants. 
Grade 4 English Language Arts: Outcomes CR4.2 View and respond to visual and 
multimedia texts explaining the creator’s technique and the impact on viewers. 
CC4.1Compose and create a range of visual, multimedia, oral and written texts that 
explore identity, community, social responsibility through personal experiences and 
inquiry. CC4.2 Create a variety of clear representations that communicate 
straightforward ideas and information relevant to the topic and purpose, including short 
illustrated reports, dramatizations, posters, and other visuals such as displays and 
drawings.  
Grade 5 Social Studies Outcomes: RW5.1 Explain the importance of sustainable 
management of the environment to Canada’s future. 
English Language Arts: Outcomes: CC5.1 Compose and create a range of visual, 
multimedia, oral and written texts that explore, identity, community, social responsibility 
and express personal thoughts shaped through inquiry. CC5.2 Demonstrate a variety of 
ways to communicate understanding and response including illustrated reports, 
dramatizations, posters timelines multimedia presentations and summary charts. CC5.3 
Speak to express and support a range of ideas and information in formal and informal 
speaking situations for particular audiences and purposes.  
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES: 
Activity: Create a Community Green Map 
www.greenmap.org 
 
Creating a green map on line, or exploring green maps to learn about what students 
can include. Some common icons shown here.  
http://www.opengreenmap.org/greenmap/craik-online-green-map 
 
Transportation: 
www.saferoutestoschool.ca   www.saskatchewaninmotion.ca 
 
Waste Reduction: 
www.saskwastereduction.ca   www.recyclesaskatchewan.ca 
 
Water Protection: 
www.yellowfishroad.org    www.saskriverbasin.ca 
 
Parks/Natural Spaces 
http://www.ecofriendlysask.ca/2014/05/protecting-and-constructing-urban.html 
 
Food Security 
www.chep.org         www.aitc.sk.ca    


